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QCD PHASE DIAGRAM AND
DILEPTONS



The exploration of the QCD Phase Diagram

Fireballs of QCD matter formed in (ultra-) 
relativistic heavy-ion collisions seem to freeze 
out along a universal curve.

At vanishing !" the location of this curve 
coincides with the pseudo-critical temperature 
extracted from lattice-QCD.

The QCD phase diagram is experimentally 
mapped by measurements of comparing 
particle abundancies to a Statistical 
Hadronization Model (SHM) and by direct 
temperature measurements using dileptons.  
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Stages of a heavy-ion collision

hard – thermal – chemistry/flow
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QGP? Freeze-out
First-chance 
NN collisions

or parton collisions
Hadronic matter

t ~10 – 30 fm/cK, L, f, X …
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Dilepton invariant mass spectrum from STAR
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Inclusive dielectron yields: !" +!" ( % = 2.4!GeV)
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FIG. 1: Raw (before e�ciency correction) dielectron invari-
ant mass distributions obtained from the 40% most central
Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 2.42 GeV. Red circles: all same-

event unlike-sign combinations (N+�, foreground), blue tri-
angles: the expected combinatorial background (CB), black
squares: the raw signal (N+� - CB). Insert shows the ratio of
signal over CB versus invariant mass.

detector (SHOWER), both with high granularity, in the156

forward polar region. Directly around the target, still in157

the field free region, a Ring-Imaging Cherenkov (RICH)158

detector is mounted. In the very forward, field-free re-159

gion a scintillator hodoscope is placed which augments160

centrality selection and provides an estimate for the re-161

action plane. Ultra-thin segmented diamond detectors162

are mounted in the beam line to provide time-zero infor-163

mation and to synchronize the reaction trigger.164

Events from Au+Au collisions selected for this anal-165

ysis were triggered requiring a minimum of 20 hits in166

the ToF detector system, which corresponds to approx-167

imately 40% most central Au+Au collisions. The ob-168

served multiplicity distribution of charged particles is169

well reproduced by the Glauber Monte Carlo model and170

also agrees with transport-model calculations [30]. The171

event sample used in the analysis amounts to 2.6⇥109 col-172

lisions. Electron and positron candidates were formed by173

first combining high-quality tracks reconstructed in the174

MDCs with a unique hit in the time-of-flight detectors175

within a 3� region-of-interest defined by spatial match-176

ing between extrapolated tracks and ToF hits. Second,177

a velocity of � > 0.9 c was required. Last, a ring in the178

RICH had to be identified using a pattern recognition179

algorithm with a maximum declination ↵RICH  8� be-180

tween the Cherenkov cone and the track direction in the181

radiator.182

To further improve the purity of e+ and e� candidates,183

alternative approaches were adopted, each of them trad-184

ing e�ciency vs. purity in di↵erent ways. In the standard185

approach, a series of independent conditions on the cor-186

relation of the particle velocity and momentum, the mag-187

nitude of the SHOWER signal and a refined declination188

of the RICH ring, was required, as described in [27, 29].189

The second approach (ring-finder) combined these ob-190

servables and further parameters defining the ring quality191

to an input vector of an artificial neural network (im-192

plemented in the TMVA framework [31, 32]). Signal193

and background samples were defined either by select-194

ing high-purity samples from data or based entirely on195

full Monte Carlo simulations employing dedicated digi-196

tizers to model the true detector response. A third pro-197

cedure also used a neural network but did not require an198

identified ring in the RICH detector [33]. Rather, the199

region of interest on the RICH photo detector plane was200

searched for signatures of a ring (back tracking), hence201

reducing the bias of the ring finder. In the final step of202

data processing, all identified e� and e+ candidates of203

a given event were combined to “neutral” (unlike-sign)204

pairs. Most of these pairs, however, represent random205

combinations (i.e. do not stem from the same virtual pho-206

ton) and form combinatorial background (CB).207

The dilepton signal was finally extracted by subtract-208

ing from the total pair yield (N+�) an estimated dis-209

tribution of CB. For this we employed the same-event210

like-sign method as CB = 2k
�
N++ ·N���0.5, where211

the factor k accounts for a charge asymmetry of the212

toroidal spectrometer in the acceptance and reconstruc-213

tion. Such “charged” pairs cannot originate from a214

single virtual photon and hence qualify as proxy for215

(pseudo) random pairs. The k factor was computed with216

the help of the event-mixing method using the relation217

2k = N+�
mix/

�
N++

mix ·N��
mix

�0.5
.218

For invariant masses Mee > 0.3 GeV/c2, where the219

statistics of the like-sign same-event background is lim-220

ited, the mixed-event unlike-sign yield, scaled to the inte-221

gral of the like-sign yield, was used. For invariant masses222

below 0.3 GeV/c2, the same-event method was taken223

to properly account for correlated background. The fi-224

nally obtained invariant mass distributions for all pairs225

(N+�) and background pairs (CB) are shown in Fig. 1226

for the back tracking analysis procedure. The raw sig-227

nal emerges after subtracting CB from the N+�. Also228

depicted is the signal-to-background ratio (S/B), which229

reaches a minimum of 10% around Mee ' 0.25 GeV/c2.230

The signal spectra contain 190,000 and 20,000 electron231

pairs in the mass region below and above 0.15 GeV/c2,232

respectively. The signal distribution was further cor-233

rected for ine�ciencies due to the detector response and234

inactive regions within the acceptance of the spectrome-235

ter (coil region, fiducial areas). For that, individual e+236

and e� tracks in the acceptance were generated and em-237

bedded into real events on an event-by-event basis as238

well as reconstructed using the full analysis and recon-239

struction chain. For each 3-dimensional phase space bin240

preliminary

HADES collaboraion, submitted for pub. 



THERMAL DILEPTON RADIATION



Medium radiation from Thermal Emission Rates ! : 

Theoretical approaches to medium radiation
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! → ℓ$ℓ% production in a hadronic cascade (UrQMD)

Shining approach to dilepton production from 
intermediary & decay for a ' + '
collision at 2A GeV calculated with UrQMD.

The dileptons are calculated in a „perturbative“ 
approach scanning the history file after each 
collision and deriving respective dilepton yields 
by application of the proper partial decay width.

Off-shell decays ( ) 1520 ) populate the region 
way below the vector mesons pole mass. Strong 
effect at low beam energies.
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S. Vogel, M. Bleicher, Phys.Rev.C74:014902,2006 



Thermal production using coarse graining
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T. Galatyuk, F. Seck, R. Rapp, J. Stroth, 1512-08688Florain Seck, priv. comm.

Simulate many cascades under same initial 
conditions and overlay the particle 
propagation. Treat particles in cells at 
statistical systems.



Thermal radiation from fireballs
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Data obtained in a third run with this 158 A GeV Au on Pb re-
produced the earlier findings.

The CERES results demonstrated for the first time the exis-
tence of dilepton radiation out of a hot and dense fireball. Yet,
the data could not answer if the radiating medium was dom-
inantly of hadronic or partonic character. A possible contri-
bution to the excess from a partonic stage could have likely
been outshined by radiation from the hadronic stage. A separa-
tion of the two contribution in the LMR is even more intricate
as the spectral distribution of radiation emitted from medium-
modified ⇢ mesons resembles properties of the radiation of a
QGP once the temperature of the emitting matter approaches
the critical temperature. This not so surprising property has
its origin in the quark-hadron duality (cf. Sec. 3.4). A break
through in the search for thermal partonic dilepton radiation
was achieved with the NA60 dimuon spectrometer. It grew
from NA50, which had taken data for Pb+Au already but with a
strong focus on the IMR and HMR regions. An important find-
ing of NA50 was the suppression of charmonium production
which strengthens as more central event classes are selected.
Such a signature was conjectured after it had been realized that
the presence of a QGP would prevent the formation of charmo-
nium states out of cc̄ pairs produced in a hard scattering due
to color screening. Attention was also put to the continuum
around the pole masses of the charmonium states. As discussed
in 3.6, both Drell-Yan pairs and correlated semi-leptonic open
charm decay are the dominant source of continuum radiation
at invariant masses beyond 1 GeV/c2. However, thermal radia-
tion out of a deconfined phase at temperatures in excess of Tc
will also contribute to this invariant mass region if the phase
lives long enough and extend of the larger fraction of the re-
action volume. Yet, a final answer to a possible existence of
thermal radiation could not be given on the basis of the NA50
data, chiefly because of insu�cient knowledge of the charm
production in heavy-ion collisions in this energy regime.

This situation changed when in 2008 data was taken with
NA60 for the collision system In+In. To improve momen-
tum resolution and pointing accuracy close to the interaction
vertex, the existing muon spectrometer was complemented by
a high-resolution silicon tracking system between the interac-
tion region and the hadron absorber. A total of 16 planes of
radiation-hard silicon pixel detectors [164] were positioned in-
side a 2.5 Tesla magnetic dipole field. Muon candidates were
found by matching track segments in the vertex tracker and
in the muon tracking section both, in position and momen-
tum. This strategy improved the momentum resolution to about
1% for muons with of one GeV momentum for muon tracks
and also provided su�cient resolution to discriminate emission
from the primary vertex (prompt) from displaced tracks (sec-
ondary), characteristic for muons from weak decays. In about
four weeks of running at interaction rates of around 130 kHz,
a total of 2.3 108 dimuon events were recorded for the colli-
sion system In(158 A GeV)+In. Two di↵erent magnetic field
settings were used to shift emphasis from the IMR to the LMR.

The high statistics data, with an integral of 440.000 signal
pairs for all centralities, allowed for a multi-di↵erential analysis
for the first time. All conventional sources, except the contribu-
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FIGURE 2. Left Panel: Acceptance-corrected invariant mass spectrum of the excess dimuons, inte-
grated over pT , compared with three different sets of thermal-model results in absolute terms. Right
panel: Inverse slope parameter Teff of the acceptance-corrected mT spectra vs. dimuon mass (see [13]
for a discussion of the statistical and systematic errors). Hadron results are shown for comparison.

however, to treat the different sources separately, i.e. after the subtraction procedure, due
to differences in the distributions (open charm, e.g., is completely different).

THERMAL RADIATION

The prime results on the excess data are summarized in Figs.2-4. The pure data aspects
will be discussed first, followed by a coherent interpretation of all results in terms of
thermal radiation further below. The left panel of Fig.2 shows the inclusive invariant
mass spectrum of the excess dimuons for the complete range 0.2<M<2.5 GeV, with
all known sources subtracted (except for the �), integrated over pT , corrected for ex-
perimental acceptance and normalized absolutely to the charged-particle rapidity den-
sity [18]. Compared to an earlier version of the figure [15], the errors have significantly
decreased at low masses, using a 1-dimensional acceptance correction in M based on the
measured correlated M-pT information ([16] and Fig.3). In addition, the subtraction of
the narrow resonances is now based on an improved modeling of the experimental reso-
lution [19], leading to a smoother spectral shape in the region of the � . The left panel of
Fig.3 shows the associated mT spectra for the LMR part, where mT =(p2

T +M2)1/2. The
normalization is arbitrary, allowing for an even spacing of the 10 spectra, but the abso-
lute normalization of their integrals can directly be taken from the mass spectrum. In
contrast to an earlier version of the figure [13, 15], the pT coverage has mostly been ex-
tended to about 3 GeV. The mT spectra for the IMR part are shown in the right panel of
Fig.3 [15, 16]. All mT spectra are, to a very high degree of accuracy [17], pure exponen-
tials for (mT -M)�0.2 GeV [13]. The complete information can therefore be condensed
into one single parameter for each spectrum (determined with a very high accuracy), the

Figure 16: Invariant mass distribution of excess dimuons obtained by NA60
in In+In collisions at 158 A GeV kinetic beam energy. The data shown (ex-
cess dimuons) is corrected for e�ciency, extrapolated to full phase space and
for all collisions with at least 30 charged tracks in one unit of pseudo-rapidity
(i.e. close to minimum bias). Also shown are model predictions assuming ther-
mal rates calculated for an expanding fireball including partonic and hadronic
phases. For further explanation see text.

tions from ⇢meson decay, were studied in detail and finally sub-
tracted to obtain a spectral distribution of excess muons, which
are expected to be emitted solely from the hot and dense stage
of the fireball evolution. To the conventional sources belong
dimuons from hard processes which contribute mostly to the
IMR and decays of mesons after the freeze-out (cf. Secs.: 2.3
and 3.2). From inspection of the muon tracks associated with
pairs in the IMR, the contribution from correlated open charm
could be quantified. It turned out that the slope of the dimuon
spectral distribution from open charm decay falls in line with
the slope for the excess radiation while the yields of the two
are about the same [165]. The relative yield of Drell-Yan and
open charm dimuons was estimated based on results of p+A
collisions at a higher energy (450 A GeV) obtained by NA3
and NA50, scaled down in energy using the excitation func-
tion for Drell-Yan and open charm calculated with the prop-
erly adjusted event generator PHYTIA [165]. It was found
that the spectrometer suppresses contributions from correlated
open charm decay due to an implicit constraint on the muon
decay topology, quantified by taking for each pair the emis-
sion angle ✓CS of the positive muon relative to the beam axis
in the NN center-of-mass frame (Collins Soper frame). Only
(pseudo) pairs with |cos✓CS| < 0.5 were accepted in the anal-
ysis to minimize edge e↵ects in the reconstruction procedure
(fiducial volume). The ratio of the two contributions was then
kept fixed for all centralities and the the Drell-Yan yield was
fixed by using the measure J/ yield as proxi for the Drell-Yan
cross section. A fit to the high mass region of the measured
dimuon continuum, i.e. in a region where Drell-Yan dominates
over open charm, was not pursued due to the limited statistics
in case of a di↵erential analysis. On the other hand, uncer-
tainties in the anomalous suppression of J/ production intro-
duced a 10% systematic uncertainty of this procedure. After
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the subtraction of the so defined contribution from hard scatter-
ing processes, the remaining yield was attributed to thermal ex-
cess radiation shown as “excess dimuons” at invariant masses
beyond 1.2 GeV/c2 in Fig. 16. Indeed, this excess radiation
can be saturated scaling both the Drell-Yann and open charm
contributions with factors 1.26 ± 0.09 and 2.61 ± 0.2, respec-
tively. This observation (with di↵erent factors) was also made
analyzing data taken with NA50 for the heavier collision sys-
tem Pb(158 A GeV)+Au. And important additional asset of the
NA60, instrumental to exclude insu�cient knowledge of charm
production as possible explanation of the observed excess yield,
was the very much improved vertexing capability. to quantify
the likelihood of emission from the primary vertex an observ-
able was used derived from the declination of identified muon
tracks w.r.t. the reconstructed primary vertex. This weighted
distance was calculated in the transverse (to the beam axis)
plane at the position of the primary vertex along the beam axis.
It could be demonstrated that the excess yield is indeed chiefly
emitted from the primary vertex and consequently prompt ra-
diation. The remarkable result is the near exponential decay of
the excess radiation as it is expected for thermal (black body)
radiation (cf. Fig. 16). We will come back to this topic after the
discussion of the LMR dimuons.

The striking di↵erence between IMR and LMR is the struc-
ture appearing at 770 MeV/c2, the location of the ⇢0 meson
pole. This is the structure expected from VMD; while the gen-
eral trend is still exponential – or phase space-like, the yield is
modulated by the spectral properties of the in-medium ⇢meson.
The excess radiation in the LMR emerges above contributions
from decays of long-lived mesons ⌘, ⌘0 and !, as discussed
above. The ⇢0 meson does explicitly not belong to the later class
and its contributions are kept in the excess yield. The strength
of the contributions from late meson decays could in this exper-
iment be largely determined by inspection of the dimuon spec-
tral distribution itself, thanks to the excellent mass resolution of
20–30 MeV/c2 in the vector meson pole region. Using precise
line shapes obtained from full Monte Carlo simulations includ-
ing the detector response functions, the pole mass region was
fitted assuming a smooth underlying excess yield and the two
line shapes for the !!µ+µ�and �!µ+µ�. Contributions from
⌘-Dalitz decays were determined by the conservative ansatz that
the IMR yield at invariant masses around 200 MeV/c2 is fully
saturated by ⌘-Dalitz decays [166].

The the data set presented in cf. Fig. 16 constitutes a land-
mark in dilepton spectroscopy. Three essential observations
characterizing the properties of the fireball created in In+In col-
lisions at a beam energy of 158 A GeV could be made. We first
address the change of properties of mesons in an hadronic en-
vironment and the role of meson baryon coupling herein. The
large statistics and the minimum bias dimuon trigger used in the
experiment allowed to study the ⇢ line shape as function of cen-
trality of the collision. Indeed, inspecting the spectral distribu-
tion of the excess yield for di↵erent centrality classes revealed
that the structure of the ⇢ meson in the (almost) minimum bias
distribution depicted in Fig.16 originates dominantly from pe-
ripheral collisions. For that the excess radiation in the LMR was
analyzed in 12 bins of centrality in [167], with mean multiplic-
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FIGURE 5. Left panel: Propagation of thermal radiation based on a uniform spectral function through
the NA60 acceptance. The resulting spectrum is also uniform (see text). Right panel: Excess dimuons
before acceptance correction, reflecting the in-medium � spectral function averaged over space-time and
momenta. The theoretical predictions also shown are renormalized to the data for M<0.9 GeV. Beyond
0.9 GeV, other physical processes take over.

theory, a centrality selection of 110<dNch/d�<170 has been applied, but the data are
very close to the inclusive data (< dNch/d� >=120) with their much better statistics,
contained in the middle panel of Fig.1. The evolution of the � spectral function with
centrality is discussed in [12, 16]. A peaked structure is always seen, broadening strongly
with centrality, but remaining essentially centered around the nominal pole position
of the � . The rms of the distributions increases monotonically from that of a free �
to almost the value of a uniform spectrum. The total yield relative to the (estimated)
cocktail � increases by a factor of 6-7, reflecting the “�-clock” [26], i.e. the number of
� generations created during the fireball evolution.

Fig.5 also contains the two main theoretical scenarios developed historically for the
in-medium spectral properties of the � , dropping mass [2] and broadening [5], evaluated
here for the same fireball evolution [27]. The model results are normalized to the data
in the mass interval M<0.9 GeV, just to be independent of the fireball evolution. The
unmodified � is clearly ruled out. The broadening scenario gets remarkably close, while
the dropping mass scenario completely fails. This ends a decades-long controversy
about the spectral properties of hadrons close to the QCD phase boundary, kept active
solely through insufficient data quality. The connection to chiral symmetry restoration
remains an open theoretical issue, but the way chiral partners ultimately mix is probably
answered with “complete melting”.

In nuclear collisions, the longer-lived � (23 fm) and � (46 fm) have historically
received much less attention than the � , since most of their dilepton decays occur
after thermal freeze-out. The � suffers, on top, from the strong masking by the much
more abundant (regenerated) � , leaving precision work rather to cold nuclear matter

Figure 17: Invariant mass distribution of excess dimuons reconstructed in the
acceptance of the NA60 detector for semi-central In+In collisions at 158 A GeV.
The lines represent expected yields based on various assumptions: Cocktail
⇢ (thin solid), unmodified ⇢ (dashed), in-medium broadened ⇢ (thick solid),
shifted ⇢ (dashed-dotted). The dashed line shows a remaining contribution from
correlated open charm decays not removed by subtracting the meson cocktail
(further explanation see text).

ities ranging from 4  dnch/d⌘ < 10 to 190  dnch/d⌘ < 240,
to separate contributions from thermal radiation from ⇢ mesons
decay at around freeze-out, where strong medium modifications
are not expected. Invariant mass distributions of the excess radi-
ation for di↵erent centrality classes show two distinct features;
a broad distribution ranging from the two-muon cuto↵ at low
masses to masses beyond one GeV/c2 (i.e. beyond the the low-
mass vector mesons) and a bump centered around the ⇢ pole.
The relative yield of the two contributions vary in a character-
istic way in accordance with the assumption that in central col-
lisions thermal dileptons emitted throughout the collision shine
out contributions from the freeze-out stage. This characteris-
tics becomes even more evident if the invariant mass spectra
are accumulated for dimuons with transverse momenta below
0.5 GeV/c. In that case the fraction attributed to the so-called
freeze-out ⇢ is even reduced. This e↵ect would likely be even
more prominent if the acceptance of NA60 dimuon spectrome-
ter would not drop strongly for low-mass, low-pt muon pairs.

A theoretical interpretation of the dimuon invariant mass
spectra measured in the acceptance of the NA60 spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 17. As a consequence of the subtraction scheme
the spectrum is assumed to contained essentially only thermal
radiation and any contribution from ⇢ decay other than thermal,
most prominently from ⇢ mesons at chemical freeze-out. The
spectral distribution is successfully modeled assuming contri-
butions from a hadronic, pion dominated thermalized fireball.
The respective yield is calculated by integrating the emissiv-
ity of a hadron gas at variable temperature and baryo-chemical
potential over a conjectured space-time evolution of the colli-
sion zone. The latter is adjusted such as to describe properly a
number of hadronic observables like pion rapidity densities and
transverse momentum spectra. The results is shown as solid
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FIGURE 2. Left Panel: Acceptance-corrected invariant mass spectrum of the excess dimuons, inte-
grated over pT , compared with three different sets of thermal-model results in absolute terms. Right
panel: Inverse slope parameter Teff of the acceptance-corrected mT spectra vs. dimuon mass (see [13]
for a discussion of the statistical and systematic errors). Hadron results are shown for comparison.

however, to treat the different sources separately, i.e. after the subtraction procedure, due
to differences in the distributions (open charm, e.g., is completely different).

THERMAL RADIATION

The prime results on the excess data are summarized in Figs.2-4. The pure data aspects
will be discussed first, followed by a coherent interpretation of all results in terms of
thermal radiation further below. The left panel of Fig.2 shows the inclusive invariant
mass spectrum of the excess dimuons for the complete range 0.2<M<2.5 GeV, with
all known sources subtracted (except for the r), integrated over pT , corrected for ex-
perimental acceptance and normalized absolutely to the charged-particle rapidity den-
sity [18]. Compared to an earlier version of the figure [15], the errors have significantly
decreased at low masses, using a 1-dimensional acceptance correction in M based on the
measured correlated M-pT information ([16] and Fig.3). In addition, the subtraction of
the narrow resonances is now based on an improved modeling of the experimental reso-
lution [19], leading to a smoother spectral shape in the region of the f . The left panel of
Fig.3 shows the associated mT spectra for the LMR part, where mT =(p2

T
+M2)1/2. The

normalization is arbitrary, allowing for an even spacing of the 10 spectra, but the abso-
lute normalization of their integrals can directly be taken from the mass spectrum. In
contrast to an earlier version of the figure [13, 15], the pT coverage has mostly been ex-
tended to about 3 GeV. The mT spectra for the IMR part are shown in the right panel of
Fig.3 [15, 16]. All mT spectra are, to a very high degree of accuracy [17], pure exponen-
tials for (mT -M)�0.2 GeV [13]. The complete information can therefore be condensed
into one single parameter for each spectrum (determined with a very high accuracy), the

Spectrometer

Barometer (!"/!$%)
Polarimeter

Thermometer

All data from NA60
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... of the fireball

Rapp, Hees Phys.Lett. B753 (2016) 586-590 |    Speranza, Jaiswal, Friman Phys.Lett. B782 (2018) 395-400

Dileptons as ...



! SPECTRAL FUNCTION AND "
SYMMETRY RESTORATION



Vector Meson Dominance in Hot & Dense Matter
Generalized „Bremsstrahlung“ – Fourier transform of current-current correlation function j x , j(0) :

Extension of the Gounaris-Sakurai formula to a thermal pion gas:

Hadronic current can be approximated by the imaginary part of the in-medium ( propagator. 
Inclusion of meson-baryon coupling, ( only:
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The in-medium ! spectral function
Strong broadening of the in-medium  due to its coupling 
to baryon-hole states.

The in-medium electromagnetic current-current 
correlator can be derived based on the basis of VDM 
using a many-body-like diagrammatic approach

ImΠ%& =()*+

,*-
Im.*

with the meson propagator (spectral function)

./0,2 = 3- − )/- − Σ/660,2 − Σ/70,2 − Σ/80,2
9:

where ;, < stand for the transverse and longitudinal 
projection, respectively.

Needs detailed understanding of => → @A and =B → =CA
with D: → EF
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R. Rapp, J. Wambach – hep-ph:9907502



NA60 ! spectral function
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R. Rapp, J. Wambach – hep-ph:9907502

without baryon effects with baryon effects



! − #$mixing
Rigorous consequence of chiral symmetry restoration – „alignement“ of spectral densities for parity 
doublets: Weinberg sum-rules.
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Dilepton emission in pp and pA collisions
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!""#$% < 800 MeV/-

First measurement of . decay in cold matter in the relevant 
momentum range. Indication for strong broadening of the ..

p+p:
extraction of inclusive 
cross sections by fitting 
conventional sources to 
the experimental spectrum:

πo: 17 ± 2.7 ± 1 mb
Δ: 7.5 ± 1.7 mb
η: 1.14 ± 0.2 mb
ω: 0.273 ± 0.07 mb
ρ: 0.223 ± 0.06 mb

p+Nb:
Strong reduction of the ω
peak. 



STRANGENESS PRODUCTION AND 
THERMALIZATION



The Hadron Resonance Gas Equation-of-State
Additional strange baryons beyond PDG (as predicted by 
quark models and observed in lQCD calculations) change 
the EOS of the HRG and brings it closer to lattice results 
(1404.6511).
The pressure for an non-interacting HRG is given by

!"#$
%&

=
1

)%*
+

, ∈./0120

ln5.6
7 %, ), 9: + +

, ∈<=>?120

ln5.6
@ %, ), 9:

where

ln5.6

7/@ = ∓
)C,
2EF

G
H

I

CJ JFln 1 ∓ K,L
M ⁄O6 P

is the logarithm of the partition function with the particle‘s 
energy/momentum Q,/J,, degeneracy C, and fugacities K,
(for all conserved charges B, Q, S, etc.)
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B: A. Bazavov et al. 1404.6511



Reconstructed Open Strangeness
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Reconstruction	of	Strange	Hadrons	in	Au+Au at	1.23A GeV

K0
S

Ø 4π	Multiplicities

K0S

8

Large	Acceptance

Extrapolation	in	mt:

Au+Au@ % = 2.4 * GeV



Yields
o All strange hadrons are produced below the 

free NN threshold:  
K"Λ −160MeV ; K"K) (−470MeV)

o Canonical suppression applied in THERMUS 
(R/), ϕ not affected.
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Phase space trajectories from Coarse Grained Transport

UrQMD, coarse grained in 1fm$×1fm/' cells
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Critical point? (Lattice QCD) 
Cross over 
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< qq >T ,µB
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Chiral? 
Quarkyonic? 

1st order phase boundary? 



Dependence of the Emissivity (Standard Candle)
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Chiral condensate a.f.o. temperature ! and chemical potential "#. Shown is
the ecpected trajectory of the central region of the heavy-ion collision.
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TESTS OF VDM IN EM BARYON  
TRANSITIONS
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Dielectron from ! 1.25&'( ! → !!'*'+ reactions
First measurement of the Δ 1232 → .'*'+
branching ratio. 

Access to the electromagnetic transition 
form factor:

o Significant deviation 
from point-like 
(QED)

o Indication for 
off-shell 
formation in the 
meson cloud 

o (Ramalho, Pena)
G. Ramalho T. Pena, 
1512-03764
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VMD scrutinized  (!"# reactions)
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PWA results (n π+π-) 656 MeV/c

― σN(939) ― Δ(1232)π― ρN(939) | - - - N(1520) - - - ρN 

in 4π

invariant masses 𝒏𝒏𝝅𝝅+, 𝒏𝒏𝝅𝝅−, 𝝅𝝅+𝝅𝝅−in acceptance

!" + # → !" + !& + ' ; #)* = 656, 690, 748, 800 MeV !" + # → ," + ,& + '

Evidence for intermediate - propagation (VMD) in both s and t-channel.



The role of virtual pions in dilepton production
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o HADES results for different collision energies.
o Dilepton production involves virtual pions (cloud of baryons)
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FIG. 3: [color online] (a) and (b) show the same reactions as in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) but with elec-

tromagnetic form factors included at pion and nucleon vertices. Also shown are the contributions

of meson Dalitz decays and subthreshold ρ0 decay processes. Total QM cross sections obtained

with (FF2) and without (NEFF) electromagnetic form factors are shown by dashed and dashed-

dotted lines, respectively. The simple sum of the meson Dalitz decays, ρ0 decay and full quantum

mechanical (with FF2 form factors) cross sections are shown by the full line. The data are taken

from the Ref. [19].

In Fig. 3(b), we show the total QM cross sections obtained without (NEFF) and with

(FF2) electromagnetic form factor of FF2 type for the quasifree pn → pne+e− reaction

(where Fig. 1c also contributes) at the beam energy of 1.25 GeV. We have not shown

explicitly the cross sections obtained with FF1 type of PEFF in order not to overcrowd the

figure - they lie between the NEFF and FF2 results. The larger cross sections obtained

with FF2 form factors as compared to those with FF1 can be traced back to the fact that

in the timelike region the former is significantly larger than the latter [38, 39]. We note

that with FF2 type of PEFF, the QM cross sections are significantly enhanced for M > 0.3

GeV/c2 and are larger than η and ρ0 decay contribution by almost an order of magnitude at

larger values of M . The η Dalitz decay contributions drop off strongly for M beyond 0.50

GeV/c2 due to phase space restrictions. In this region the ρ0 decay cross sections become
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Summary
Dileptons are a formidable tool to explore the microscopic structure of QCD matter under 
extreme conditions of temperature and density.

To extract the thermal radiation with good precision, a detailed knowledge of dilepton 
radiation from „conventional“ sources is needed (hard processes and meson decays).

The emissivity of hot and dense QCD matter encodes properties of the in-medium ! meson 
and can serve as a “standard candle” of such matter.

Thermal radiation is mediated by intermediary " meson which are substantially modified in-
medium through their coupling to baryon resonances (besides the dressing of its pion 
cloud).

Exclusive measurements of dilepton production off protons in proton and pion beam induced 
reactions can constrain the model calculation of the emissivity.
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